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Las Vegas VIP Newsletter
WIN FREE BOTTLE SERVICE!

Want to be treated like a Rockstar for a night with FREE bottle service and a luxury VIP table at 1
of 3 top Las Vegas Venues on their world famous industry nights? All you have to do is sign on to
Facebook and "Like" our page! A new winner will be chosen at random every month.
Offer is good for 1 year from the time you have won. Click HERE “Like” our page Now.

Summer Partying Tips

Summer is here! And we are so glad about it. The pools are open, the clubs are hopping and just
about every major celebrity is preparing to make a Las Vegas appearance. Now you are probably
wondering where to begin your weekend of adult revelry. That is where Red Capet VIP comes in.
Check out the concert schedule below and contact us for more information to see what weekend
works best for you.
1. Be Prepared for the Heat!
We realize that most places do not average 90-100 degrees in June, but you are not in most
places. This is Vegas, baby! If you plan on taking in some pool parties, sunblock is a must-have.
Skin burns faster around water because water’s reflection intensifies the sun’s rays. Use a waterproof sunblock and reapply throughout the day to keep your skin safe. Another Vegas pool partying
snafoo is forgetting to hydrate properly. Alcohol dehydrates the body faster especially when you’re
sweating. Sun stroke or other heat related complications will definitely ruin your vacation so plan
accordingly.
2. Dress Appropriately
Ladies, we know its standard attire to where 3 inch stilettos in Sin City but even the most
fashionable diva must be sensible. Heels are great at the club but the added obstacle of wet
surfaces make some heels a safety hazard at the pool. We don’t want any “fall on your face”
moments, no matter how funny they are. Fellas, the next one is for you. Las Vegas is the pinnacle
of glitz and glamour, so why do you think they are going to let you into the club with gymshoes and
a white tee! Dress code is strictly enforced at every Las Vegas nightclub. Dress to impress should
be your motto when hitting the scene.
3. Have Fun
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We realize that this one seems like a no-brainer but you would be surprised how many people are
wound too tight when you’re out trying to have a good time. It’s going to be crowded, someone is
going to bump you, you may get splashed at the pool and needless to say not everyone can handle
their liquor. The bottom line is this: everybody is out trying to have fun. So don’t make a mountain
out of a molehill and laugh-off minor offenses. Bouncers, security and the police don’t play games
here so it’s better to err on the side of caution than to get rowdy over something small.

Inside Vegas' Best Pools

ENCORE BEACH CLUB at the Encore Hotel
Red Carpet VIP’s pick for BEST POOL PARTY is at Steve Wynn’s Encore Hotel. 60,000 square
feet, three tiered pools, daybeds / lily pads on and off the water, eight bungalows with private hot
tubs, bathrooms, showers and even temperature control settings helps make Encore Beach Club
the most sought after of all the pool parties. Encore Beach Club also houses full blackjack and
craps tables so when you need a break from the sun, you can try your luck in the shaded gaming
area. But at the end of the day, what makes Encore Beach Club is its awesome sound system.
Every Sunday throughout the summer, Kaskade performs for an afternoon you and your group will
never forget!
REHAB at the Hard Rock Hotel
Once in you'll be greeted by a party wilder than the Cancun coast during spring break. Selected by
the Travel Channel as one of the top ten pools in the world, the Hard Rock pool has all the
prerequisites of a little slice of paradise: water, sand, palm trees, a waterslide, swim-up blackjack,
cocktails, fully-equipped cabanas, a dance floor, DJs and of course, plenty of sizzling flesh
exposed in all its tanned and toned glory. Oh, the things that you’ll see at the Hard Rock pool! If
and when you gain entry, order some Rock Star lemonades, check out the tattoos and T & A and
cross it off your list of things to do before you die.
WET REPUBLIC at the MGM Hotel
Opened with a bang in summer 2008, MGM’s ultra pool provides the perfect place to play all day
before you carouse all night. The 50,000 square foot poolscape introduces us to the concept of
“daylife,” a delectable fusion of the good life, good times and perennial summertime pleasures. In
other words Wet Republic provides the ultimate nightclub experience only poolside and all day
long. Instead of cocktail servers there are models that happen to serve cocktails, instead of striped
umbrellas, Wet Republic brags 10 shaded cabanas, including six VIP bungalows that come with
amenities like HD plasma screen TVs, WiFi access and XBox 360s. DJs are dedicated to keeping
the party lively, and two large saltwater dipping pools offer an appealing place to relax, see and be
seen. Use your towel to stake your claim in this glorious new land, a republic founded on the
principle of seizing the day and partying like it’s 2 a.m. when it’s noontime and hotter than hell.
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TAO BEACH POOL Party at Venetian Hotel
TAO Beach at The Venetiantransports visitors to an exotic Balinese escape when it opens for the
2011 season. Upgrades and enhancements mark the outdoor oasis’ fifth year in Las Vegas, with
five new exclusive cabanas, additional day beds for lounging and lush horticulture, including forty
foot tall bamboo trees highlighting the day to night venue. This year an even greater emphasis will
be placed on the music that fuels the party, with the DJ booth taking center stage as a platform for
world-renowned DJ talent. Tao beach takes exclusivity to a whole new level – the fourth to be
exact. Although management has discontinued the topless optional policy that packed the pool
deck two summers ago, Tao Beach is still full of poolside fun only this year you have to have your
top on.

Summer Concert Line-Up

6/10 - Paul McCartney
6/10 - Stephen Marley
6/11 - Deftones
6/12 - Wisin y Yandel
6/16 - Tech N9ne with Highdro
6/16 - Bruno Mars & Janelle Monae: Hooligans in Wondaland Tour
6/17 - Skrillex
6/18 - LG Ones to Watch Presents Panic at the Disco
6/18 - Motley Crue with Poison and New York Dolls
6/18 - Rick Springfield
6/18 - Uptown Vegas & Centric present Ledisi with Special Guest Melanie Fiona
6/18 - Donell Jones with Chico Debarge / Michel'le
6/23 - Drew Carey
6/23 - Andrew Dice Clay
6/24 - Jennifer Hudson
6/24 - RUSH Time Machine Tour 2011
6/24 - Kid Cudi
6/25 - Britney Spears with Nicki Minaj, Jessie and the Toy Boys, and Nervo
6/27- Wiz Khalifa
7/1 - Joe Rogan
7/1 - Mike Epps
7/2 - Bill Maher
7/2 - Rihanna - Loud Tour with special guest B.O.B.
7/2 - Tiesto
7/3 - Natasha Bedingfield Tour Presented by Freschetta
7/3 - New Kids On The Block & Backstreet Boys
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7/3 - The Anti-Social Network w/ Dave Attell, Jim Breuer, Bill Burr & Jim Norton
7/15 - Ron White
7/16 - Chris Isaacs
7/16 - Bob Dylan
7/23 - INXS
7/23 - Soundgarden
7/29 - Peter Frampton
7/30 - Kenny Wayne Shepard

Meet Lisa

Lisa and her girlfriends have been planning this trip to Las Vegas for 4 weeks. She found out where
all the hottest pools and clubs are. One of her friends told her to contact Red Carpet VIP to arrange
her club/pool entries but Lisa decided that putting their names on the guest list would be more costeffective. Unfortunately, Lisa did not realize that the guestlist in Vegas simply means standing in a
line as long as the general admission line. Now Lisa has been in the guestlist line for 1 hour, her
girls are fuming and they are missing the live performance they came to see. Better luck next time
Lisa, you should have listened to your friend and booked with Red Carpet VIP.

Red Carpet VIP Clients Speak

"Just wanted to say thank you for the 1st class service and extreme punctuality with Gary and
Jeremy this past weekend at XS. Being super skeptical on how all this works, I took a shot and
BOY DID IT PAY OFF. Well worth the price and it REALLY helps you get into the club with NO
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WAIT at all. From the time I met Gary out front to the time in the door was less than 3 minutes. And
the line was wrapped all the way around the hotel. NO THANKS! Anyone questioning if they should
use VIP on a busy weekend night, question no more! USE THEM NOW! The service was so fast, I
got a drink at the bar in the hotel, and by the time I got to XS, I didn’t even have time to finish my
drink because we were being escorted in the club! THAT’S FAST! Take care and see Jeremy and
Gary soon!”
- Mike, Philadelphia May 6-8, 2011
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